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AMENDMENTS

Adopted Date / Plan Amendment No.

12-03-15 / A-15-003
- Updated Chapter 3: Tables 3-1 and 3-3
- Updated Chapter 11: Tables 11-3, 11-4, 11-5, 11-7, 11-8, 11-9, 11-10, 11-11, 11-12 and 11-13
- Updated Chapter 12: Table 12-1

04-28-16 / A-16-001
- Added Section 3.7 regarding Disadvantaged Unincorporated Communities to Chapter 3
- Added language regarding the City’s Flood Plain Ordinance to Chapter 9
- Replaced Chapter 11

10-20-16 / A-16-008, R-16-011, TA-16-002
- Updated Chapter 3: Table 3-1, Table 3-2 (removed), Table 3-3 (now 3-2), Table 3-4 (now 3-3)
- Changed language in Chapter 3 to reflect the adoption of Downtown Plans and Code
- Updated Chapter 12: Table 12-1

3-02-17 / A-16-015 ATP
- Updated Chapter 4: Table 4-3 (updated)
- Changed language in Chapter 4, 10, 12 and Glossary to match Active Transportation Plan definitions

4-13-17 / A-17-001 Housing Element Amendment
- Updated Chapter 11 with the adoption of the Housing Element amendment

1-25-18 / A-17-016 PMP
- Updated Chapter 5 to reflect the adoption of the Parks Master Plan

12-13-18 / Pit8-03553
- Changed language in Chapter 7 regarding the Farmland Preservation Program

NOTE: Information regarding updates to individual figures can be found on the figures themselves.
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